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Wright State
unveiled its new
athletic marks
today at a press
conference in
the Nutter
Center at 4 p.m.
The event also
saw the official
retirement of
Rowdy Raider.

By DAVE SEAMAN
Sports Editor
Wright State introduced its new mascot
and athletic marks today
at the Nutter Center.
The primary mark is a
prowling wolf on a rock
with "Wright State Raiders" engraved in it and a
harvest moon behind the
wolf (above).
The
mark
will
be
complimented by seven secondary marks and four word
marks.
The process began over
three years ago when WSU
contacted Shawn Michael
Edwards Design (SME).
Wright State chose
SME because they're
pioneers in the
sport
logo ind ustry
with c l i ents
including
more than
60 major
colleges, half of the NBA,
NHL, Major League Baseball
and NFL.

Inside

During the last year a committee consisting of alumni,
faculty, staff, students, athletes
and donors met with Greg
Economou, vice
president for
sports marketing at SME,
discussing plans
for the
change.
The
ath-

letic department's goals were
to improve WSU's image and
create brand equity for marketing and merchandising.

News: 1-5,8 •

After rejecting initial
sketches
of an improved
"Rowdy
Raider"
character, the
committee
decided to go into the direction
of an animal.
SME researched various
animals that would allow
WSU to keep the name "Raiders." and they came up with a
wolf because the wolf is a
"raider" in nature or the animal kingdom.
According to the Athletic
Department, early renditions
of the wolf were met with tre-

O p i n i o n : 6-7

•

mendous enthusiasm and excitement from the committee and
focus groups. The rest is history.
The primary mark has
been placed on the center of
the basketball court and is
26 feet tall by 30 feet wide.
T h e
mark

sey this year because Nike was
ahead of schedule on making
the jerseys and the logo was
not finished by the deadline.
Wright State's men's bask e t b a l l Head C o a c h Ed
Schilling commented, "I'm excited about it. It's new and
fresh. I can't wait to see students promoting the university by wearing
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Rathskeilar gets face lift
By SEAN T. THATCHER
Staff Writer
The Union Activities Board and the
Student Union Administration office are
in the process of renovating the
Rathskeilar.
Although Sodexho is in charge of all
food services on cazmpus, students and
the university have the most to do with the
Rat's appearance.
"We wanted to brighten it up and
make it look less like a cave," said Chris
Eilennan, president of U A.B.
The wails have been painted a light

gray and the random mix of pictures
which formerly decorated the walls, have
been replaced by Wright State sports
memorabilia.
The Rat will also have a large projection TV, and many different activities.
"We're trying to foster campus spirit
and get people involved in campus
activities,"said Eilerman. The S.U. Administration Office took care of most of
the decorations which includes pictures of WSU sporting events, WSU
jerseys, and a locker out of the Nutter
Center.

Crime rate gets
better at WSU

By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor

a 1-10 scale (one being lowest, ten being
highest). The SSI report continues to rank
WSU's campus' safety and security as a 6.4 in
The amount of crime at Wright State Uni- importance and a 5.4 in satisfaction. The reversity has dropped from 1994-1996 accord- port is a compilation of results from 64,203
ing to (he Na(ional Cen(er for Educa(ion Sta- student surveys.According to Polk, the secutistics.
rity of the campus has to do with student
Associate Director for Public Safety interaction with Public Safety Officers.
Simonc Poik believes this decrease is due
To report a crime or suspicious activity go
to"increased participation toward community to the Crime prevention office in 165 Milled,
members taking responsibility in issues of the Communication Center in 121 Allyn Hall
their own safety."
or call 2111 to state your problem and have an
The total non-violent crimes dropped from officer respond.
23in 1994 to 11 in 1996atWSU, while violent
crimes dropped from 11 to 3 in the two year
span.
Wednesday, Oct. 22
When pointed out to Polk the rather large
• Bible Study, sponsored by the Baptist
decrease in crime and questioned if crime
Student
Union at 12 p.m. in 321 Allyn.
reports were accurate and carefully done. Polk
• ICC meeting at 2 p.m. in the cafeteria.
said they arc absolutely careful in preparing
• WWSU meeting at 4 p.m. in W025
thourough data.
Student Union.
"The officer is trained so that if they are
• Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at 7:30
unsure of the Ohio Revised Code, they look it
p.m. in the Student Union Organization
up before they generate a computer report to
Offices in the Student Union.
determine the classification of the report,"
Thursday, Oct. 23
said Polk. The Public Safety system i com• Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law fraternity
pletely done by computer in order to further
mcctingfrom
11a.m.- 12p.m. in437Millett
prevent mistakes.
Hall.
According to Polk, "The officer can not
• Bible Investigation Group discussion
pick and choose what they want to call it (the
at 12 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
report), they have to look at their facts."
• Thursday Night Tiling, sponsored by
Bruce Lewis, director of Public Safety,
the Baptist Student Union at 7 p.m. in
found the National Center for Education Statistics to be misleading. Lewis said the Student Campus Minsitry.
Friday, Oct. 24
Satisfaction Inventory report for 1997 was
• Bible Study, sponsored by the Baptist
more accurate to the true feelings of WSU
Student
Union at 12 p.m. in 321 Allyn.
students.
• Bible Studies from 12-1 p.m. and 1 -2
The SSI report ranks safety and security
p.m. in 362 Allyn Hall, sponsored by Camfor all WSU students from 1994-97 as a 5 on
pus Bible Fellowship.
• International Coffee Hour, "Halloween" sponsored by the American InternaIn the Oct. 15 issue, it was incortional Student association from 3-4 p.m. in
rectly stated that Donna Schlaghcck was
E190 of the Student Union.
"all for a union."
•Student Government sponsored trip to
In actuality. Schlaghcck is in support
a
haunted :ave in Lcwisburg leaving the
of continuing (he (he current faculty
Student Union at 6:15 p.m.
senate.
• Dayton Bombers at the NuKer Ccn(er
"I am dcfinitlcy pro-senate," said
Schlaghcck. The News department
a( 7:30 p.m.
apoligizcs for any confusion.

Coffee lady speaks
Former coffee cart owner gives her side
By SEAN T. THATCHER
Staff Writer

renewed due to sporadic hours of operation.
"The entire campus found out before I
Gwen Schindcl, owner of Espresso was ever told this." said Schindel. In the
Logic, questioned the fairness in 'ie ter- winter and early spring of 1996, Espresso
mination of her contract with Jodexho Logic was closed for about a month due to
and Wright State University in an exclu- illness and equipment failure, according
sive interview with The Gitartliiin.
to Schindel. During this time Schindcl
Although Sodcxho's General Manwas not under written contract with
ager, Sam Walker, maintains the decision
Sodexho.
was solely a business decision,
"Any other time I have been
Schindcl tellsadifferent story
closed was due to lack of cus"They were telling me ail
tomer demand or equipment
along that they wanted to keep
ilure," said Schindel, who is
me, but they went out and
the sole operator of
actively sought o(her comEspresso Logic. The
panies (odo business wi(h.
reason she had no
Not only that, they didn't
backup equipment was
even tell me they were taking
due to lack of storage, acbids; They didn't allow me to give a
cording to Schindel.
bid." said Schindcl.
"I think it's just another corporate deAfter receiving a two-sentence termi- cision that doesn't lake real people in(o
nation letter from Sam Walker, Schindcl consideralion," said Schindel. Although
tried to contact both Walker and Art Ncff, contacted. Walker only said that it was a
University contracts administrator, about business decision and Sodexho is trying
her termination.
to move on and provide a quality service
Neff (old her that he couldn't help her to the students.
and that she had to talk to Walker. Walker
never returned her phone calls, according
to Schindel.
Schindcl was not given a reason for
her termination; however, according to
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Schindel, a WSU administrator sent out a
Oct. IS: An Amlin Ohio resident
mass E-mail saying the contract was not
reported damage to a vehicle while parked
in Lot 10.

CAMPUS CRIME
REPORT ~

CAMPUS CALENDAR•

Correction

Sa(urday, Oc(. 25
• District Girls Volleyball at the Nutter
Cen(er.
• The Heiress at 3 p.m. at the Creative
Arts Center.
Sunday, Oct. 26
• The Heiress at 3 p.m. at the Creative
Arts Center.
Monday, Oct. 27
• Bible Study, sponsored by the Baptist Student Union at 12 p.m. in 321 Allyn.
• Campus Ministry meeting from 4-5
p.m. at CMC.
• CAACURH meeting from 7-9 p.m.
in WI69 Student Union. For info, call
Stacy Susott at ext. 6383.
Tuesday, Oct. 28
• Sahaj Meditation Club, meditation
class from 6:30-8:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union. Free admission.
• Bible Study at 7 p.m. in 148 Russ
Center sponsored by Campus Bible Fellowship.

If your organization would
like its meetings and
events placed in The
Guardian's calendar,
contact Melanie Glass at
775-5538.

TELEPHONE HARASSMENT
Oct. 13: A Wright State employee
reported harassing messages on an office
voice mail in Rike Hall.
THEFT
Oct. 17: A Wright State employee
reported the theft of several items valued
at $350 from the equipment room at the
Nutter Center.
Oct. 17: A Student Union employee
reported the theft of a hard drive, video
card, scanncr. and answering machine
from W0I6A Student Union (Nexus Office). Items valued at $1570.
Oct. 17: A New Carlisle resident
reported the theft of a purse and its contents valued at $ 195 from a vehicle parked
in Lot 4."
Oct. 19: A Cincinnatiresidentreported the theft of a bookbag and its
contents of research notebooks containing pertinent information about a Masters Thesis valuing over $ 100.000. Along
with the bookbag was a laptop computer
valued at $2845.
Oct. 19: A Sycamore resident reported the theft of a wallet and its contents along with three compact disks,
together valuing $179.
Oct. 19: A Student Union employee
reported the theft of a computer and
scanner'from W028 Student Union valued at S2000.
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Underbill settles out of court
for $125,562 from Wright State
By MELANIE GLASS
News Editor
Wright Stale University
former basketball coach Ralph
Underhill reached a settlement
approved by the Ohio Court of
Claims Monday.
Underhill will ultimately receive $125, 562.
Besides a monetary compensation. the agreement included a
signed letter by WSU President
Harley Flack commending
Underhill for accomplishments

during his tenure at Wright State.
Underhill was terminated by
WSU follow ing an arrest for
shoplifting in November of 1996.
Although a trial occurred, a
Fairbom jury declared a mistrial
and prosecutors declined to pursue further action.
Barry Johnson, assistant vice
president of public relations at
WSU declined to comment.'
Underhill and his attorney. Al
Weisbrod were unable to be
rcachcd for comment.

THt BUMDIAIt

Student life goes
"Into the Streets"
By AMY PRYOR
according to Deepa Krish. assisAssistant News Editor
tant for Community Service. "TryWright State University sde- it for a day...you may love it for
partnient of Student Life will sup- a lifetime," is the ITS slogan.
port "Into The Streets." a volun- • 'bodying the program's goal
teer program, for the fourth con- .or \ ,)lunteering students.
secutive year. Volunteering
"Into The Streets" is a sevenprojects have been set up for Oct. year old program that originated
23-25 in order to cover a variety at the University of Minnesota
ofinterests for"IntoThe Streets." and was backed by a grant from
The program was designed to the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.
spark the interest of volunteer"I feel that because this is just
ing students and encourage them a yearly project it is very importo volunteer throughout the ye»ir. tant to participate," said Krish.

Student Employment restricts student services
By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor
The student employment office is undergoing changes
that affect students employed at Wright State University
"Studcnt-crnpioymcnt prides itself on being student ori
cntcd," said Cheryl Krueger, director of student employment.
All students' payroll checks at WSU will be automatically deposited into a student's checking or savings
account as of January 1998. The automatic deposit policy
was mandated through Human Resources, according to
Krueger.
"It became university policy to better improve the
university," said a human resources employee who chose

to remain unamed. The employee continued by saying,
"The university saves money this way."
As of this year, all new student employees must have
automatic deposit. Rehired student employees must have
automatic deposit by November of this year. "The automatic deposit policy is in effect to be in complianc e with
the university's decision." said Krueger.
In the fall of 1996, student employment began another change that affected students and continues to do
so. The student employment office changed its policies
by cutting back on times available to process paperwork
for any student.
The office will now only accept paperwork from 8:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Mon -Fri. and on payroll weeks
paperwork can be accepted only on Mon.-Wed. at the

times mentioned above.
If a student cannot make the designated times to fill
out paperwork, he or she may schedule an appointment
with the office to accomodate.
Krueger said the reason for rcslriclcd lime periods
for assisting students is because of a lack of manpower.
"There needs to be some portion of the week to-data
input all the forms into the payroll system," said Krueger.
According to Krueger. it lakes the same amount of lime
to input the paperwork as it does to assist the student in
completing it. The office has proportioned their day to
assist students in the morning and complete the processing in the afternoon.

see "Service"pg. 4

Another 800 spaces to be added this week
By SEAN T.
THATCHER
Staff Writer
Students at Wright State
University will soon have
more parking spaces as the
south end of lot four opens.
The lot should be opening any day now, according
to Vicki Davidson, assistant

vice-president of facilities
planning and management.
The lot is on the site of
the old tennis courts across
from the Student Union and
is actually an addition to
former lot four.
The new lot will add 800
new parking spaces for stu
dents and also provide
convcincnt access to Meijer

via a connecting road.
Although there arc no
other lot improvements
scheduled for this year, next
year the Facilities Planning
and Management department will reconfigure the two
lots in 'vom of the Fredrick
A. White Health Center.
"The parking lots have to
be reconfigured to allow the

playfields to be full size,"
said Davidson.
These fields will be two
general purpose footballsized fields which will be
completed by the end of next
year.
The possibility of a parking garage has been discussed several times but is
unlikely to happen. A park-

ing garage would cost the
students at least ten times as
much as a surface parking
lot.
"The state will not fund

those with state money," said
Davidson. The cost of building a parking garage would
have to be paid by private
investors.

Workers lay asphalt on the unfinished portion of
lot four. An additional 800 spaces will be added
"any day now," according to facilities planning
and management.
photo by Matt Hudson
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Residence halls get connected

e news on c a m p u s ,

Every dorm room on campus gets wired to internet
By AMY PBYOR
Assistant News Editor

According to Bertsos. the jack
installations do not take much time
to complete, but. there have been
Wright Slalc University is bring- complaints from students about
ing the internet into every residence concerns of people
hall. "We were very happy to hear entering
that the school wanted the internet rooms and
so accessible forcvery student."s.ml one comDan Bertsos. director of Residence p l a i n t
about a
Services.
"This was a campus decision." possible
said Bertsos "The plan is to wire as theft."Public
many buildings as possible."
Completion is scheduled for The Secret's Out!
January and will be available to stu- This November
dents for the continuation of the year
"while we work out the rest of the WSU Theatre
bugs." said Bertsos.
presents the
Tltere will be no charge for the
use of the internet this spring. How- hottest
ev era proposal is being presented to
Residential Community Association sexiest
and Student Government to discuss naughtiest
a technical fee for the following
show on
year.
The fee is to cover the cost of an
Broadway!
in-house technician to do repairs,
help students access informations
well as the internet access fee.

Safety has investigated the incident
including that it was not a contractor tliat caused the theft." said
Bertsos.
The jacks are being installed

mmSIR w

room and in
lounges.
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PRESENTED BY
OCTOBER 23-26 at \)@UL Arena
Thursday, 7p.m. sponsored hy *

"services"

Friday, 10:30 a.m. sponsored hy

from pg. 3

"We have to process the forms By
in a timely fashion or the student the
will not get paid." said Krueger.
When questioned why stu- creators of
dents could not drop off re-hire "Cabaret"
paperwork to student employment during the hours unavailable. Krueger said it would be
impossible bccause all paper- THE VAUDEVILLE
work must be verified to be sure
the student was a full time emBook by Fred Ebb and Bob Fosse
ployee and the paperwork was Music by John Kander / Lyrics by Fred Ebb
Based on the play "Chicago by Maurine Dallas Watkins
properly completed.
"The process so far has been
November 13-^30 • Tickets: (937) 775-2500
successful," said Krueger about
the restricted times.
The job of the student employment office is to process paperwork. verify students doing
equal jobs reccive equal pay, as
well as handle various student
work options for students.
"1 think, customer-service
wise, student employment is a
good program," said Krueger.

CHICAGO
MUSICAL

Friday, 7p.m. sponsored hy ]
Saturday, 1 p.m. sponsored hy Greater Dayton Public Television
Saturday, 4:30p.m. sponsored hy M 6 d i 3 . 0 n G '
Sunday, 1 p.m. sponsored hy
Sunday, 4:30p.m.
Tickets $10 and $8 at Hara Box Office, Ticketmaster
outlets, or charge by phone at (937) 228-2323. For more
information, call (937) 278-4776. A portion of opening
night proceeds w i l l go to Carl's Coats for Kids. Discount
coupons available at Subway.
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Letters to the Editor
'The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty,
administrators and staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's primed full name, address,
daytime phone and class sianding (if
applicable)
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday precccding the next issue
'Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
All letters arc subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
jmittcd
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the dale and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775.5536
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Our safety A net is
Fifty-seven hundred people, that's all il would have taken for the
Aretha Franklin and Little Richard concert supporting the West
Dayton Community Family YMCA to break even financiall
Their effort was no small task — changing kids' lives.
"Hie night was to include much more than a concert, there
u as also to be a star-studded awards ceremony. The ceremony
was to award thirteen Dayton teens the first Minority Achievers
Awards.
A noble cause for kids living a short distance front
Beavercrcek and the nicclies of suburbia, but in
a different world.
We realize il is the Miami Valley's
responsibility to support such a huge event.
but surely the over 18.000 people
in the Wright State community
could have supported the show
better lhan purchasing 600 tickets
Six hundred tickets was the numbc. of
tickets sold when the show was canceled
Monday night. These were not purchased
solely by our community alone. So where
were we ?
This was a simple opportunity for people to
support the community around Wright Stale. However, we obviously had no interest.
The Guardian realizes that students lead busy impoverished lives, but they aren't as impoverished as the
to help our comfolks in West Dayton. To offer 13 kids who aren't trying to
munity.
be statistics falling into the dead end of welfare praise and
It is just a shame we fora glimmer of hope is an important seed. A seed we
got to stop at the Nutter Center
Graphic by Alexis Larsen
failed to wafer.
and
buy
a
ticket.
With midterms and term papers becoming due
We doubt we disappointed
and the crunch of summer monies disappearing, it is easy
Aretha or Little Richard much, but we're
to forget the need to help our community. However, we must
certain that 13 Dayton youths are disappointed. And that, in a
remember that we arc the lucky ones. We have been given an opportunity to world of such ever present disappointments, is what they
earn our future, but most of us are so caught up in our own lives that we forget didn't need.

Raider Voices

Do you think WSU's community is charitable?

Danielle Miller
Junior. International Studies
"Some groups do charily. So. 1 guess there is "Yes. in the sense that student organizations
charity at Wright State, bul any group can do are going out and serving Wright Slate in
more."
giving them a good community image, but
there can always be more involvement."

"No, as a whole I don't think so. It seems like
to get anything you have to fight for it."

Bill Schulke
Senior. Secondary Education
Faith Thihlas
"The College of Business does a Special
Freshman. Undecided
Wish canned food drive and I think the
College of Nursing has done something simi- "Yes. I do because when I first got here
lar. So, yeah. Based upon what I've seen. everybody was very willing to help me out."
Wright State is pretty charitable."

Tiyona Fort
Freshniifh. Nursing
"Yes. because Ihcy get you to pay attention
to the diverse community."
photos by Matt Hudson
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A new side of an old American He
By
Craig
Napier
I began everyday
of elementary school
like everybody else,
"I pledge allegiance to
the flag of the United
States of America and
to the Republic for
which it stands, one
Nation undcrGod. indivisible, with liberty
and justice for all."
It was fifth grade
before I realized I had
been lying everyday for
six years.
I had taken my first
memorable trek into Kansas City. I saw poverty for
the first lime in my life. I
saw people, mostly black,
waiting. That's what I remember from childhood.
In the city, people wait.

I sort of thought they
were just waiting for a ride
into the suburbs, because
after all no one could live
around here. I just didn't
realize in some cases that
was were they lived. These
people had no liberty, it
was my father's money that
allowed my family the liberty to drive to Canada or

Ohio. It was his money that
gave us the liberty to go
outside at night, because
we lived in the 'burbs. I
saw then that my liberty
was not my own; I was
lucky.
Maybe they were waiting on liberty.
Justice was blown when
my grandfather divorced

my grandmother after 40
plus years of marriage with
out even showing his face
to me. I went to court the
morning in 85 and I wanted
to see him so bad. When
the marriage that had built
my family was dismissed
without the presence of one
of its founders, I knew there
was nothing just in the

world.
Foundations crashed
and the family only got
stronger. Learning only
that with every injustice
there is a strength and that
I was an overdramatic
child.
The pledge was penned
by Francis Bellamy in
1892. Bellamy was a staff

of the Youth's
Companion , a magazine of the day. Over
100 years has passed
the pledge was
written and in that time
I'm sure it was more
true to heart. Now it just
forces our children into
expressing their allegiance to the great hypocrisy of the Western
world.
With my own feeble
brain I have came up
with a new pledge. A
pledge based in fact, but
not near as fun to say.
"I pledge allegiance
to the Federal Reserve
Notes of the United
States of America and to
the Republic for which it
pays, one corporation under many gods, with lies
and perverted justice for
all."
Where will I submit it?
Will it have a chance?
I doubt it, honesty
doesn't seem anything we
have an allegiance for.

Who are you servicing WSU?

Being
General
Manager of
WWSUanda
student employee at this
service-oriented univer- By Jim Ingram
sity, I realize
that it is my duty, in part, to listen
to and serve the better interests
of the students.
Now I fully realize that I can't
give everyone the programs they
want when they want them, but
everyone at the station works
hard to put together the best possible programs and other student
services.
That's a large reason why we
exist — to serve the students.
This leads me to the issue of
student service throughout WSU.
Late this summer, while working
at the station, one of my employees had a complaint about a rude

employee of Student Employment (SE).
After listening to her story, I
researched it with another SE representative. It turned out that the
two SE employees contradicted
each other's information.
So, my employee had been
misinformed and barked at.
This was not the first or even
fifth time I had heard of such
incidents with SE. I had even
witnessed it in person.
Feeling the need to stick-up
for a subordinate wrongly treated
and alert a "service-oriented" department of a chronic customer
service fiasco, I calmly and politely addressed the continuous
problems with a SE director.
Things were going as well as
could be expected will: such a
call until I had the audacity and
gall to suggest that her organization may need some customer
service help.

How dare a student critique a
service they pay for about the
way they and others are treated?
The director started barking
at me. So much so that another
employee across the room could
hear virtually every word she
growled. I asked this "leader" to
please calm down and to cease
shouting at me but to no avail.
Since when docs a student
deserve to be treated like this?
I could see then that there
must be some deeper issues with
this "human" that I wasn't going
to fix — possibly psychological.
As you can imagine, the conversation went further into the
seven levels of Hell and her volume grew with every question or
issue I raised. I add I never
raised my voice or disrespected
this person in any way.
I even have a witness to this
fact, though it wouldn't have
mattered I saw then what every-

one else had been complaining
about.
Now, you'd think I had a problem with SE as a whole, but this
is not the case. The students who
work there are usually polite.
I even received fast and courteous service from another director there.
The fact is the service-oriented label Wright State's business minded gurus in the upper
echelons of the administration
created is a hideous and terrible
joke.
The punchline is not limited
to SE. The various department
offices throughout the university
seem to come equipped with the
"we dont/ we won't do that" attitude when they arc supposed to
assist rather than defer responsibility.
I think some of this campus'
apathy stems from the feeling
that we as students are stuck with

what is given to us and how we're
treated by those here to help us.
The more we alert these
intolerables' bosses of their failure to serve us with respect in a
professional and businesslike
manor, the more positive results
we should sec.
Let's also not forget to thank
the good-guys and/or gals who
do understand this concept and
utilize it 100 percent of the time.
There arc indeed some great
people working here, we just need
to expose the ones who bring this
university's service curve way
down.
Be forewarned slackers, you
know who you arc and so do we.

Use your
uoice!
Write a letter
to the editor.
1
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Former judge to speak at
Greek risk mat. forum

According to Hoggait. the lec- rent trial attorney, is listed in of
ture is truly geared toward Greek Who's Who in American I .aw, Crane
participants. All issues will be fo- spent six years as ajjdge. ten years
Greek Advisory Council's cused on how they affect Greek life. as a City Council member,and is
(GAC) Risk Management Seminar Hoggatt also said unless a student is also a brother and former District
considering joining a Greek organi- Governor of Sigma Phi Epsilon. He
on Wednesday Oct. 22.
will feature Mitch Crane who zation, he or she may not find the has spoken at over lOOcollcgecamwill speak on a number of topics that event to riveting, but still invited to puscs. For more information, concan affect the Greek way of life such join.
tact Greek Advisory Council at 775Crane, retired judge and a cur- 5560.
as hazing, binge drinking and other
pertinent issues.
According to Greek Excellence
Coordinator Lori Hoggatt. the idea
is to inform members of fraternities
and sororities of the consequences
of behavior that GAC doesn't support. Hoggart said one of the main
reasons for the lecture is "to let people
T H U R S D A Y S at 7 p m
know we don't support hazing at
Wright State."
in the L A M B D A office
The Greek Advisory Council is
•Attend to catch up on the fabulous things going
sponsoring this, as well as other
on with L A M B D A
events that arc geared toward future
or current Greek members.
• I.IMIIMI.I t'ninn iv H'St"> student organization for C
"We try to do programs geared
' and Bkt'xual students and their Straight Supportc
toward the Greek person as a whole."
said Hoggatt.
By DON BRUCE
For The Guardian
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formed in March 1965 to submit a
name with Senate Bill #210, which
would establish the campus' independence from Miami and Ohio
State. The committee proposed the
name "Wright Brothers University"
because the names of the hometown heroesrepresentedone of the
century's greatest scientific
achievements. The Ohio House of
Representatives vetoed
the name and instead designated
> , w
"Southwestern State
University" as its
choice. A survey revealed
that Dayton Campus faculty favored "Wright State University"
as its first choice, followed by
"Dayton State University."
The faculty's choice became
the actual name through an amendment toSB#2IO that was approved
July 28. 1965. Two years later,
campus enrollment reached the
5.000 necessary for independent
status and Wright State University
was officially christened September 15. 1967.
Additional information about
Wright State and other historical
subjects is available in the University Libraries' Special Collections
and Archivcs(SCA). In the Dunbar
Library, the SCA is located on the
fourth floor and may be contacted
at 775-2092.
Submitted by I)a*ne Dewey
Head, Special Collections &
Archives .

Curious about what
Catholics believe?
Stop in...
Thursdays: 3:30-5:00

»••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
A Campus Ministry
Contact IT. Chris
Center.
426-1836
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C H O I C E

Great opportunities in all levels of employment with
local manufacturing company. Accepting applications
NOW! Full or part time positions FLEXIBLE with
school schedule. Apply in person at:

ALI INDUSTRIES, INC.
611 Yellow S p r i n g s - F a i r f i e l d R o a d , F a i r b o r n .
C o n v e n i e n t access f r o m R t . 235 a n d 1-675.
SMOKE & DRUG FREE ENVIRONMENT

Need Bucks for
...donate P

Monday-Thursday
6:00AM-8:30PM
Friday
6:00AM-8:00PM
Saturday-Sunday
8:OOAM-5:OOPM.

ii'iu .11

w* i-i .nr.m,.

-Music
•NEW Donors and 6 month Absence Donors
S30 1 st visit S50 2nd visit $25 3rd visit
•30 Day inactive Donors
Earn up to S50 your 1st two donations back.
•Bring in a new donor
Earn $5.00 for each new person you bring in.
(person must donate)

LISTEN

Centeon Bio-Services

TO

D a y t o n , O h i o 45404
Ph. 224-1973

REVOLVING

MM*tm

New Hou r s:

165 E. Helena St.

£
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Bio-Services, Inc.

INVOLVEMENT
L

FRIDAY FROM 2 - 2:30 PM
i
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SPOTLIGHT

Chicago is W r i s h t
State's k i n d of t o w n
Over the last 10 years, Deer directed or
The Roaring 20s come tochoreographed
dozens of musicals and plays
life in WSU's newest
in off-Broadway, regional, stock and university theatres.
production
Hewasco-directorofNYCTAPWORKS.
JENNIFER D R U M M E R
Staff W r i t e r
One of ihe holiest musicals now playing
on Broadway hils Dayton Nov. 13 as Wright
State University's Department of Theatre
Arts presents its new Musical Theatre Program with Chicago.
Chicago is the winnerof six Tony Awards
in 1997 and w i l l provide Dayton with the
"theatrical event of the year."
Taking place in the 1920s. Chicago is
based on two murderesses, Velma Kelly and
Roxic Hart. Kelly found her husband and her
sister in bed together and in conclusion shoots
them both in cold blood. Hart shoots her lover
but instead of taking the blame, puts it on her
husband.
Nicole Schcrzinger plays the part of
Vcltna Kelly and starred in last year's hit
Guys and Dolls. Roxic Hart is actress
Mary Montgomery who appeared in
GodspeU last year.
The other actors includc M a t t
Harding as Billy Flynn, Ted Rcis as
Amos Hart and Monica Williams as
Matron "Mama" Morton.
The director of Chicago is Joe
Deer. Deer is the newest member of
Wright State'sTheatre Department.
Deer and choreographer of the show
Suzanne Walker, both have impressive backgrounds of appearing on Broadway and working with
the late Bob Fosse.
Fosse was the director and choreographer of the original 1975
production of Chicago.
"He was one of the most influential forces in modern musical
theatre," said Deer. "He definitely inspired much of my
own dancing and directing."
Deer received his
Master's in fine arts in directing f r o m Carnegie M e l l o n U n i v e r s i t y and his
Bachelor's in theatre from the University of South Florida. Impressively, he made it through undergraduate school in two and a half
years.
"He went through the undergraduate program so quickly because I J
he wanted to dance on Broadway," ,';i
said KristenKopp, promotions man- U
ager of WSU's theatre deptartment.

a tap company in New York.
For four years he has been artistic director
of Struthers Library Theatre, a professional
summer playhouse in Warren. Pa.
This playhouse gives new productions to
classic popular musicals and dramas
from th
In 1987,
Deer perormcd

at the Kennedy Center Honors for two United
States presidents.
Deer appeared on Broadway in Anything
Goes and in New York City Opera's revivals
of Brigadoon. Music Man and the American
Dancemachine.
He also performed in Singin' in the Rain
and Anything Goes.
Recently Deer was a stage manager on the
Broadway revival of Guys and Dolls.
The choreographer o f Chicago Su/annc
Walker has danced on Broadway with many
famous dancers i n c l u d i n g M i k h a i l
Baryshnikov in Oklahoma in 1980.
Walker remembers her only audition with
Fosse.
" I was called toaudition fora replacement
part in the original Chicago. We danced for
three days and though 1 didn't get the part,
he told me that my dancing reminded
him of Gwen Verdon. one of his
favorite dancers(and. incidentally. his wife). After that,
I had the luxury o f
working withtwoof his
top assistants and I was
able to perform his
unique style of choreography." Walker said.
Chicago is a story involving murder and
greed that will keep its audience on their
toes. "Although Chicago is more than 20
years old. it seems to be as topical as any
theatre could be." said Deer. "It's hard
to look at this show and not see echoes of
recent celebrity murder trials - the press
clamoring for intimate details to sell their
story, lawyers eagerly feeding the hungry
mob with carefully selected biases and the
public hunger for a happy ending to a complex and ambiguous drama."
Dayton is in for a ride with Chicago, one
of the biggest shows now on Broadway. Along
with a "hot" show is a talented crew of actors,
dancers, musicians and directors.
"The Wright State Theatre Department is
very lucky to have two former Broadway
dancers on its staff," said Kopp.
Show times are Nov. 13-15. 20-22.2829 at 8 p.m. and Nov. 16.22-23.29-30 at 3
p.m.
Tickets are S15 for adults and SI 2 for
students, children and senior citizens for
all Friday and Saturday evening shows.
Sunday and Thursday shows and matinees arc $11 for adults and $10 for students and senior citizens.
(left to right) Nicole Scherzinger
and Mary Montgomery will
perform in WSU Theatre's
production of Chicago. The
show opens Nov. 13.

Little Richard,
Aretha Franklin
concert postponed
By A N T H O N Y S H O E M A K E R
Spotlight Editor
The Aretha Franklin/ Little Richard
concert scheduled for Oct. 30 was
postponed late Monday night due to
scheduling
conflicts and
slow
ticket
sales.
According
to
Walter
Briggs, director
of t h e b l a c k
achievers prog r a m for t h e
Aretha Franklin
West Dayton
Community Family YMCA and coordinator of the concert, only 600 tickets
for the show had been sold. However.
Dayton is historically a late-ticket buying market a n d Briggs believes more
tickets would have been sold, but it
was getting to close for comfort.
"It was a business decision." Briggs
said. "Aretha; herself, wanted the concert postponed."
The show is rescheduled for May
7,1998.
According to Briggs, 5,700 tickets
had to be sold for the Y M C A and its
sponsors to break even on the show.
"We would have lost $91,000 if we
hadn't reached our desired number,"
Briggs said.
People are encouraged to hold their
tickets until the May concert where the
tickets will still be honored. Ticket holders wanting a refund may do so at the
point of purchase.
Briggs a n d his volunteers had been
working o n a n d promoting the charity
concert since March.
The concert was not the only event
postponed. T h e awards ceremony
which was going to honor Daytonarea teens w h o had reached achievement in the Dayton community was
also pushed back.
Other celebrity attendants were to
be Leon (Waiting to Exhale, Cool Runnings), Keisha Knight Pullium (The
Cosby Show a n d local newscasters
R e g C h a p m a n ( C h a n n e l 7) a n d
Marsha Bonhart (Channel 2).
Proceeds from the event were to
benefit the Y M C A
Briggs is challenging the community to buy tickets for the show and
support the kids.
• I f s time for us to stand up and
invest in our children," Briggs said.
LaJoyce Brookshire, author of the
bestselling novel SoulFoodwW still be
signing copies of her bestselling book
Oct. 29 at the West Dayton YMCA.
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THE WRIGHT CHOICK

Do y o u have a news tip? If you see news
happening on campus call WWSU at 775-5554.
Fires, car chases , press conferences, y o u
name it we want to hear about it.

How Would
You Score?
'

JjT

tMCAT
Take a Free Test Drive
and find

out!

Take «l 3~hotir MCAT. prortorud bke the rnaJ test
ual feedback Got strateg*s that
help you ac

Wright State University
Saturday, October 25
2 - 6 PM

1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

Congratulations
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3.090
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Mascot!
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From the Office
of Campus
Parking and
Transportation
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WSU students prepare to hunt pumpkins
Beta Phi Omega

will send people searching

as it kicks off its 29th annual pumpkin

hunt this Friday

By JENNIFER D R U M M E R
Staff Writer

Bcla Phi O m e g a is gelling into
the spirit o f H a l l o w e e n this F r i d a y
(Oct. 24)

as it h o s t s i t s

„

twenty-ninth annual
p u m p k i n hunt.
The

hunt

m
will

/vjLgfig
t u r n e d o u t b i g last

b e g i n at 7 p . m . i n
Oclman Hall.
"It's a r o a d rally M
in w h i c h w e g i v e d i rections

and

B

H

|

year

j

people

with

(|i

600

participating

Turner.
T h e p u m p k i n h u n t is o p e n t o a l l
W S U students and friends.

i
;

ve provide to out
provide you with

11:1 student-to-faculty rato, individual faculty
attention;

Better Ingredients
Better Pizza

Clinical internships in 100* community and
four College clinics;
Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning
opportunit!f>;
An internationally-known research center;
Final term full-time private practice

I

internships globally;
A beautiful 23-acre campus featuring
superior facilities;
A Career Services Office to assist graduates in
job placement;
New state-of-the-art library to support educatioi
For a personal visit

detailed information, call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

1-800-888-4777
Committed to ClinicalfaeUenteand Prepoiednest for Profeisionol Success
N O R T H W E S T E R N C O L L E G E OF C H I R O P R A C T I C
2501 tv. S*th St. • Minneapolis. Minnesota 55*31

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN
After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
•
Repayment program, each
I
-* year you serve on active duty
p
fc"
reduces your indebtedness by
H^k.
one-third or $1,500, whichever
is greater,
*65,000 limit.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. (let the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE
www.goarmy.com
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Wright State country band rolls on to success
By BRIAN JOO
Staff Writer
Busy is a word thai best describes Chad
Wilson. Not only is lie a first-year student at
Wright State, but he also is a key member in his
band Overdrivc's success.
Last Friday Overdrive performed .rn»t 'he
Dayton Bombers prcgame parly at the Nulter
Center.
Along with Wilson there are three other
members that make up the country music-influenced Overdrive. Dave Crawford is 011 the bass
guitar. Tom Knox handles rhythm and vocals

Overdrive playing Ihe Bombers pregame, (left to right) Chad Wilson,
Dave Crawford and Tommy Knox.
photo by Adam Roe

Al and Keanu's excellent adventure
THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE

****

Al Pacino (above) gives new
employee Keanu Reeves (right) a
helluva time in the new super-natural
thriller The Devil's Advocate.
BODY SHOCK
137 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 45324
(937) 879-2867

Maybe one of ihe worst years in movies can
finally be rescued and who better to do it than the
devil himself.
Al Pacino and Kcanu Reeves, the most unlikely duo in movie
history, team up in
Taylor Hackford's new
Review
film The Devil's Advocate which is one of
the most original, demented, freaky and entertaining movies to come out of Hollywood in a
long time.
Kevin Lomax (Reeves) is a southern lawyer
who has never lost a case. One day a New York
lawyer visits Lomax and offers him a job opportunity al a NY firm,
Kevin's very religious mother warns her son
that New York is "Sin City" and encourages him
not to go.. .he doesn't listen.
Once in the Big Apple. Lomax and his wife
Mary Ann (Charlize Theron) meet John Milton,
the firm's senior partner.
Milton, played devilishly by Pacino. offers
the Lomaxcs the world. A Central Park apartment. lots of cash
and a high-class New York
lifestyle.
Then one day Mary Ann notices something
weird about the other wives in the firm.

Mary Ann believes her visions. However
Kevin doesn't and thinks his wife has gone looney.
Kevin becomes obsessed with winning, sex
and the lifestyle he never had in the south.
As he continues down the downward spiral of
self-adoration his Heaven on Earth comes to an
end. Now he's stepping into Hell. And standing at
ihe gates to welcome him is John Milton.
The suspense and shear unpredictability of
The Devil's Advocate make it a breath of fresh air
after a summer of formula movie fare.
Reeves is such a simple actor that he is easily
humanized and the audience is reeled in almost
feeling as though it is a part
of the movie.
There are all kinds of
subplots and twists and •
turns that I just don't have
space to write about here.
All I can say is go see this
movie! tAnthony
Shoemaker)

and on the drums is Larry Perks.
Wilson covers the lead vocals and harmonica.
After being together for around a year and half,
the band has covered many different venues.
"We've done benefits like Special Wish
shows, women's conventions and of course bars."
said Wilson. "We've even done a few weddings."
After playing under these many varying conditions. Wilson concluded that the bars were
probably not his favorite spots to play. "The bars
get rough. You play from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m. and
you're around a lot of drunks who really don't
appreciate the music."
It is because of things like this that have lead
him to enjoy playing in larger surroundings or
festivals.
"Festivals and such an? great because there
you know that the people appreciate the music."
Wilson noted.
As far as Wilson's influences or groups he
enjoys most are. oddly enough, Phish and the
Dave Matthews Band.
The country influences he mentioned are the
xtlder style country and western legends like
Alabama.
"New country is fake and glassy... I'd like to
bring back a meaning to the music, that is why I
write songs as well." Wilson said.
Of course he says that he speaks for himself,
but he believes they all share somewhat the same
feelings towards the music.
The group came together by playing at different battles of the bands and organized shows
such as this.
Overdrive is based out of the Springfield
area, but is looking to branch out a little more.
"We arc looking to cut our first CD over the
Thanksgiving break." Wilson said.
As for the future of the band, we will just
have to wait and see. Wilson plans to head for
Middle Tennessee State University next year
where he can be close to the country music
capital Nashville and move into the businessend
of music.
"My goal is to be around the music industry
and work in the business end of things," said
Wilson.
For information 011 the band Overdrive call
Crawford at (937) 399-8904 and Wilson also
added, "Look for us on 101.7 FM and 99.1 FM
Also be sure to look for them in the near future
with some dates in the Springfield area.

MASQUERADE HALLOWEEN PARTY!
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25 • COSTUME CONTEST - CASH PRIZES
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D a n c e ClubS h o w Bar
850 N. Main St.
Dayton, Ohio

Sterile,
Professional,
Custom, Freehand
FEMALE ARTISTS
AVAILABLE

MINUTES FROM
Hours:

3^

WSU

M o n . - T h u r s . 4 - 10 PM
F r i . - S a t . 1 - 1 0 PM

LIVE BAND JAM!
FRIDAYNovember 7
9 PM

NO COVER WITH ID
CHEAP DRAFT BEER!

"The Dance Club For ALL College Students!"
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Thanks
Jim Brown
On Oci. 17
former Wrighl
Slate Head Coach
Jim Brown was
honored by his
friends, players
and others, who all
shared their warm memories about
his 28 years at WSU.
I know Coach Brown from the
last four years as an assistant for
Ralph Underhill, as a teacher, as
head coach and as a friend.
Brown is the kind of guy that
you want to know. He's warm and
cares about everybody that he
meets.
To narrow all of his good qualities down is impossible, but one
word that describes him pretty well
is loyal.
Brown literally helped mold the
WSU men's basketball program
into what it is today. If it wasn't for
Brown (ard Underhill), WSU
would not have won a Division II
National Championship and the
Nutter Center would not be standing today. That's loyalty.
As a teacher. Brown has taught
me many things about the game of
basketball and made me understand the game. For that I'm grateful.
As a coach. Brown did what it
took to help his players and make
them better people both on the
court and in life.
One quality that I really like
about Brown as a coach was that
he loves to talk.
He was more than willing to
join me on WWSU last season and
he made the interview easy.
I'd only have to ask one question and he'd talk about it for 15
minutes before I could move to the
next question.
Jim Brown has friends, many
friends. At the tribute, approximately 300 of his friends and family there, including Underhill, who
made his first public speech in a
year.
Brown now moves in a new
direction as he will be on the sidelines at Northmont High School.
He said that he (old the
Northmont Athletic Director that
he was working backward from
college back to high school.
I thank Jim Brown for the years
here at WSU and I wish him the
best of luck with the Thunderbolts.
Till next time...
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Women's soccer picks up win over Loyola
By DAVID COBLE
Up Next:
Staff Writer
Oct. 24 vs DePaul
The Wright State women's
Oct. 26 vs UWM *
soccer team used constant pressure in their 2-1 victory over
Loyola of Chicago on Oct. 19.
midfielder Erica Chung scored
Head Coach Scott Rodgcrs
an unassisted goal.
decided lo make some changes
Wright State broke into the
in the Raider lineup.
scoring column when freshman
"We decided to make some
midfielder Amy Telor scored an
changes upfront and I feel we
unassited goal at 41:57.
were more organized on our
Raider sophomore forward
frontline."
Stephanie Monahan scored the
Rodgers inserted sophomore
winning goal at 52:19 to make
defender Missy Daniels and
the final score 2-1.
sophomore midfielder Taryn
The victory boosts Wright
Jones into the starting line-up.
State's record to 6-9-1 overall
The changes made by the
and ? • I -1 in MCC play.
Raiders worked as Wright Slate
The Raiders' next match is
outshot Loyola 29 to 4 on the
Oct. 24 when they host DePaul
afternoon.
at 3:00 p.m.
Although Wright Stale
outshot the Ramblers by a wide Sophomore midleilder Taryn
margin, Loyola scored the first Jones kicks the ball toward
goal of the match at 2:59 of Ih e the goal.
first period when
senior
photo by Mark Mowrcy
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Bombers set attendance record in opener
fe'J[M|l_PHV5ICIANS
V'/'.'/Yi/j,
• " . V title.

photo by Malt Hudson

Bombers rookie goalie Martin Legault earned his first
professional victory in the teams 3-2 win over Wheeling.
By JIM INGRAM
For the Guardian
After a tremendous load of anticipation and spent money, the
curtain rose on the Dayton Bombers' second season at the Nutter
Center.
An explosive and unprecedented light and music show
wowed an even more unprecedented record attendance of

9.002.
Bomber management couldn't
have bought a better beginning as
rookie Cody Bowtell converted an
early power play advantage over
the visiting Wheeling Nailers ith
1:51 expired -n period one.
Again the mix of experience
with youth proved to work well as
rookie David Froh also recorded
his first goal with help from Norm
Dczainde and Colin Miller

On the defensive side of things,
it was Martin Legault saving 26
shots in his ECHL debut. However, the defense did show some
signs of newness, allowing Legault
to be unnecessarily harassed and
abused for two easy goals. The inability to capitalize on power play
opportunities (1-8) undermined the
team strategy as well. Dayton allowed Wheeling to get close, but
held on for the home crowd 3-2.
This was a sign as the team
traveled to Peoria on Oct. 18 only
to be blasted 6-1. Newly acquired
goal tender Jean-Ian Filiatrault received open ice for defensive help
and was hit with 48 shots on goal.
The Bombers lost more than just
the game in Peoria when both
Steve Roberts and Calvin Crowe
sustained injuries. Crowe, the
tough forward, suffered a swollen
hand in a fight and was out of
Sunday's line-up. Roberts endured
a sore shoulder. Both players arc
listed as day-to-day.
The team seemed lo have the
problem areas covered early at
home against the Huntington Blizzard when Miller drew first blood
on a power play chance with superb passing from Brian Ridolfi
and Tom Nemeth. Dayton was able
to kill the power plays early on in
the game,but it was the Blizzard
who took advantage of the
Bomber's failure to make the transition from short-handed to full

Up Next:
Oct. 24 vs Columbus
Oct. 26 vs Toledo

7:30
7:30

strength.
The Bombers could not carry
the first period momentum far as
mistakes plagued the team. Huntington capitalized on numerous
defensive lapses while the home
team failed to trigger anything resembling an offensive attack thereafter resulting in a 4-2 loss in front
of a Sunday crowd of 3,262.
The team appeared winded
most of the night, failing to match
the opponent's speed and other
physical challenges. Immediately,
the endurance level of the youth is
suspect, but according to Head
Coach Mark Rumpel. "That's no
excuse. We made stupid mistakes.
We had our chances and wc didn't
connect, they (Huntington) had
theirs and they buried them."
Sal Manganero echoed
Rumpel's sentiment, pointing
more towards the lack of communication. "It's no excuse, we didn't
play well. We've got to talk some
more out there and gel as a team."
The Dayton Bombers have to
heal their wounded and correct the
mistakes before Friday when arch
rival Columbus Chill invades the
Nutter Center for a 7:30 start.

f
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RAIDER
W E I ) TOURS
CALENDARfnjgt*
22
23

MON
27

TUES

WOMEN'S
SOCCER-^

Do Paul
4:(M)

VOLLEY-<1/
BALL

UWM*
3:00

SWIMMING
& DIVING
7:30

I

UWM

UWGB*
3:00
UWGB'
1:00

Col.iml.as

Home games in bold *IWL»CGamc
MCC's Baskclhall Experience, Oct. 28
at the Nutter Center, 12:30-6:45.

Raiders beat Vikings
Junior outside hitter Joanna
Downic almost duplicated the performance of Monnes by smacking
The Wright State volleyball 19 kills of her own.
The two women have comteam defeated Midwestern Collegiate Conference foe Cleveland St. bined for 628 kills on the season.
Sophomore outside hitter Angi
on Oct. IK by a three games to one
Nunnclicy also contributed to the
margin.
n by recording 15 digs for Head
14-16, 15-9, 15-6. 15-6 were
the individual game scores which Coach Steve Oppennan.
Wright State will next travel to
vaulted the Raiders' record to 2-4
the state of Wisconsin this weekin MCC play and 9-13 overall.
CSU. who entered play with an end to tangle with MCC foes Wis11 -9 mark, presented a formidable consin-Milwaukee on Oct. 24 and
opponent for youthful Wright Wisconsin-Green Bay Oct. 25.
The Raiders have eight games
State, but couldn't match the intenremaining on their schedule before
sity of the Raiders.
Junior middle hitter Carrie beginning competition in the MCC
<5«™j
Monnes led WSU with 20 kills in tournament begining Nov. 21 at
Illionis-Chicago's UIC Pavilion.
the match.
By DAVE BIDDLE
Staff Writer

MEN'S A
SOCCER

To|cdo

7:30

Ik], U U l r 1 ^ ) .
^

wwsu
THE BUARDIAM'S Game of the Week:
FRIDAY at 7:30 CKHU VS.

XJMPUTER ENGINEERING • C O M P U T I R SCTtNtc • PHYSIC
LECTRICAL ENGINEERING*MECHANICAL ENGINEERING • MAT

TAKE TECHNOLOGYfiTQ
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.
And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - together,
Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon
Tl Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking
for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new
ground. Make their mark.
At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to
the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be
visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office
now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at
www.rayjobs.com.

WE'LL BE ON YOUR CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 28, 1997.
CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.
Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.
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Men's soccer struggles in two losses over weekend
B y DAVID C O B L E
Staff Writer
After going above the .500 murk
on the season last week the Wright
State men's soccer team dropped
below the .500 mark on the season
losing two matches last week.

On Oct. 17 the Raiders fell to
Wisconsin-Green Bay. 3-2.
Toe Phoenix jumped on Wright
State - ith two unanswered goals in
the first period.
The first was an unassisted goal
by freshman m i d f i e l d e r Corey
Smith at 31:48.

The second was on a penalty
kick by sophomore midfielder Chris
Bodnar at 41:25.
Wright State began their comeback when sophomore midfielder
Brian Syska scored an unassisted
goal at 59:48.
The Raiders cveneu the score at

Great savings at Kinko's!
*

1 In-store computer rental

1 Copies of all sizes

1 Digital color output directly from

RENT ONE HOUR,
GET ONE HOUR FREE

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
full-color copies

The Wright State cross country
team competed in the WiseonsinParkside Invitational on Oct. 18.
The men's team continued to race
well for Head Coach Mike Baumcras
they placed sixth out of 34 schools.
The Raiders were paced by senior
Todd Kochn who finished tenth overall with a time of25:42.
Closely behind him was WSU
sophomore Adam Meier who crossed
the finish line in 25:54. good for
fifthtcenth place in the Invitational.
The women's team did not fare
quire as well as they finished
twentysixth out of 32 teams.
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By DAVE BIDDLE
Staff Writer
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Up Next:
Oct. 25 vs Loyola *

1:00

had in the match.
Wright Stale outshot WisconsinMilwaukee 18 to 8 and several of
the Raider shots were right in front
ol the Panther goal.
Dayes felt the Raiders made
critical mistakes. "Milwaukee took
advantage of the mistakes we gave
them in the first period. We make
mistakes at critical times, also we
did not shoot well."
With the two losses Wright State
falls to 6-7-1 overall and 1-2-1 in
conference play.
The Raiders host Loyola in their
final home game of the season at
1:00 p.m.
WSU w i l l honor the four seniors
on the team. They arc midfielder
Gianni Doddato and forwards
Charley Houck. Jarcd Raftery and
Dan Baker.

Cross country prepares
for MCC meet in Kettering

Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day or night,
for great products and services, like full-color copies and Internet Access.
1 Presentation materials

2-2 when sophomore midfielder
Neil Sharp scored at 66:05. He was
assisted by junior midfielder Devin
Jones.
Wisconsin-Green Bay won the
match when defender Matt Johnson
scored an unassisted goal with 18
seconds left in the match.
Wright Suite Head Co S Hilton
Dayes thought the Raii..rs OiJ not
play well in the first period. "It was
a game of halves. We gave them
two goals early. We picked up the
intensity in the second period. We
came to play in the second period."
The Raiders dropped their second match of the week on Oct. 19
falling to Wisconsin-Milwaukee 20.
Sophomore m i d f i e l d e r Joe
Ludke scored both goals for the Panthers.
The first at 29:02 and the second on a header at 77:05.
The story of this match was the
scoring opportunities the Raiders

[EXP

MOST LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HOURS. 7 0AYS A WEEK

The frontrunncr for the Raiders
was freshman Lori Quinn. who finished eightieth.
Both the men and the women will
compete in the MCC Championships
on Nov. 1.
The men believe that they have a
shot at winning the entirerace,whereas
the women are trying to build for the
future several runners commented.
The race will be held in nearby
Kettering and Coach Baumer encourages Wright State students to attend.
From WSU, take 1-675 south to
the Indian Ripple/Kettcring exit and
turn right.
Kettering Junior High School, the
site of the race, sits on the comer of
Indian Ripple and Stroop Raids.
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For M o r e Info Call the
Parking Help Line
at 7 7 5 - 5 6 9 2
Help Line Hours are:

The n o t i o n ' s l e a d e r in c o l l e g e
marketing is seeking an energetic,
e n t r e p r e n e u r i a l student (or the
position o f compus rep N o sales
i n v o l v e d . Place a d v e r t i s i n g o n
bulletin boords for companies such
as A m e r i c a n Express, Microsoft
a n d Columbia House.
• Fabulous earnings
• Part time j o b
• Choose your o w n hours
• 8 - 1 0 hours per week
A m e r i c o n Passage M e d i o , Inc.
C a m p u s Rep P r o g r a m

Seattle, WA

mmaiM*

8 am - 1 0 p m Monday thru Friday
9:30 a m - 9:30 p m Saturday «

5 pm - 9 pm Sunday

I
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Andy Matko Honored
Swimming and diving
teams ready to three-peat
By ERIC L O E S C H E R
Staff Writer
W r i g h l Stale's men's and
women's swimming and divinjteams contest confercnec foe Wisconsin-Green Bay to start their season off this weekend, October 25
at I :00 p.m.
Both teams are returning conference champions from the past
two years and they're definitely
hoping to three-peat.
Assistant coach to both teams
Paul Graham said. "It's obviously
tough to repeat. W e ' v e been
champs the last two years and this
year w i l l be even harder after losing 14 seniors (five men and nine
women). Winning the conference
is always our long term goal and
we're going to really have to have
a good team effort and contribution from everyone to repeat this
year."
"We've been practicing since
the first week o f the school year
and I feel we're definitely prepared

as a team." said Christie Ricskamp.
senior l(X)-and 200-meter backstroke swimmer.
Ricskamp is the current W S U
record holder in the 200-m backstroke (2:06:30).
When asked about her record
Ricskamp said. " I ' d really like to
break it again early in the season
and maybe even help set some new
medley records as a team. This
year the coaches added a lot of
extra dry land w o r k o u t s and
they've pushed us a lot harder."
Ricskamp continued. " I ' m definitely excited for this year. We
have a really strong girl's team
along w i t h some good talented
freshmen."
On the men's side of the pool,
returning sophomore swimmers
Mike Bcsco and Jason Ricskamp
had a little to say.
" I have a lot more confidence
coming into the program this year
than last year," said J. Ricskamp.
"We have some fast swimmers
but we lack in numbers," both

Bcsco and Rieskamp stated.
"Then again, we're also in a lot
better shape than we were last year.
I say we should still do really well
this year," sat 1 Besco.
"It w i l l be a big deal to win our
first confercnec game and start the
season off on a good note," continued Rieskamp.
Besco finished it off by saying,
" I t clearly won't be as easy to win
conference this year as also it may
have been last, but then i f we do
w i n it w i l l j u s t be that much
sweeter."
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photo by Adam Roc

Former Wright State baseball captain Andy Matko was
honored at a reception in the formal lounge in the Student
Union on Oct. 10. Matko was awarded GTE Academic
All-American, GTE Academic All-American 'First Team,"
GTE Academic All-American "Baseball Player of the Year,"
MCC Coleman Award and the Ohio House of
Representatives Award. He is pictured receiving the
"Baseball Player of the Year" award from WSU baseball
Head Coach Ron Nischwitz.
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make a statement next?

Cashback
: Bonus
;
award"

It could be

if you call
1-800 IT PAYS TO
and apply
for a Discover®Card.

DIESEL
TOWER RECORDS
NORTHWEST AIRLINES..
THE SHARPER IMAGE...
Cash Advance

. :

wwv.discovercard.com

pays

to

Accepted where you see the NO VI

CLASSIFIEDS
ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS
Private Medical Practice Low
Fees- Prompt Appointments
WOMEN'S MED+ CENTER
293-3917 Internet:
www.gynpages.com/medplus
SPRING BREAK 98
Guaranteed Best Prices to
Cancun. Jamica. Bahamas &
Florida. Group Discounts &
Daily Free Drink Parties! Sell
Trips. Earn Cash & Go Free! I800-234-7007 http://
www.endlesssummertours.com
Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute Best Spring
Break Packages available!!
INDIVIDUALS, student
ORGANIZATIONS or small
GROUPS wanted!! Call INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS at I •
800-327-6013 or http://
www.icpt.com

JOBS
EARN $750-$1500AVEEK
Raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
FUNDRAISER on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation,
so why not call for information
today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x95.
Part-time position distributing
advertising materials. No selling
involved. All materials provided
at no charge. 1-800-YOUR-JOB.
www.acmnct.com/postering/
youjob.htm
GET PAID to shop, eat out am.'
more! Free details. Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to
Business Basics. PO Box 97-SP.
West Berlin. NJ 08091-0097
COMMUTERS- $10.70
STARTING pay. Work 10-30
hours/week around classes,
weekends optional. No
experience needed. Must work
well with people. May start
ASAP, and work Full Time over
breaks. 436-3580.
"SPRING BREAK...TAKE
2**
Hiring Reps! Sell 15...Take 2
Free! Hottest Destinations!Free
Parlies. Eats. Drinks. SunSplash
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

WANTED: WEEKEND
PERSONAL CARE
ATTENDANT
Salary- S7 per hour. Some lifting
is required. Must have reliable
transportation and references. For
more information call Kristy
Yates at 775-4567 M-F, 8:30am
to 5pm or 426-3668 evenings and
weekends.

OFF CAMPUS FOREST
IANE!
2 bedroom apartments w/ I 1/2
baths, new carpet, freshly
painted, dishwasher, range,
refrigerator, disposal, ccntral air.
& utility oom! Very nice- $600
per month($50 off first months
rent). Call 878-6844 for more
info- ask for Lynn.

STUDENT OPPORTUNITY
Children's Medical Center has an
immediate opening for a student
intern to interview patients and
their families. Candidates must
be self-motivated and detail
oriented, possessing excellent
telephone skills. Position offers
flexible hours, great resume
experience and exposure to the
health care industry. S6.00 per
hour plus potential for crcdits.
For Consideration, send
applications to: Dawn Price.
Human Resources; The
Children's Medical Center; I
Children's Plaza; Dayton, OH
45404 or fax number 226-8473.

Roommate Needed!
Male or female roommate
needed- smoker ok. no pets. $185
rent plus 1/3 of your utilities. 10
minute drive from WSU.
Call: 431-1255 or write: 4505
Stonccastle Dr. #101
Bcavcrcrcek. OH 45440

FOR SALE
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 6 Days S279! Includes
Meals, Free Parties. Taxes! Get a
Group-Go Free! Prices Increase
Soon - Save S50!
springbrcaktravel.com 1-800678-6386
Spring Break Cancun &
Jamaica $379! Book Early SAve $50!
Get a Group - Go Free! Panama
City $129! South Beach (Bars
Close 5AM!) $129
:.pring',rcaktravel.com 1-800678-6386
1986 Chevy Nova
Grey, runs good! S700negotiable.
Call 878-4516 and ask for
Bridgette.
1991 Toyota Pickup
Truck cap included, auto, a/c,
AM/FM radio, 52K miles, black/
grey int. $6400- Great conditionOriginal Owner Call 258-2038.
'86 Honda Prelude 2.0 Si Red.
Power windows and sunroof.
Runs and looks great! $2500 or
best offer. Call Mark at
(937)676-2031

GREAT LOCATION!
1354 Ohmer (near Rt. 35 and
Smithvillc) Great Location!
Immaculate 2 bedroom
apartment with new flooring
througout unit, appliances, a/c.
laundry, off-street parking, above
all: FREE HEAT. WATER &
TRASH! $455 per month plus
deposit. Immediate occupancy.
Ask about pets. Call and leave a
message at 427-1090 or after
8pm call 438-0559.

JANITORIAL
Work 6 months at WSU for Johnson & Gordon, Inc. and attend
up to 6 credits per quarter .it no charge.

FREE!

Full Time-Days/Nights. Paid holidays/vacation. Competitive
pay. Apply at WSU Room 066 E. Allyn Hall - 4:30 pm.

Ed Schilling
to speak at APEX
October 27, 1997

1 Bedroom Apartment For
Rent 1 Bedroom apartment- need
someone to take over lease from
Dec. I through May I. $392 per
month, everything is new. 3
minutes from WSU! 879-5820
ask for Stacey.

Interested In
Healthcare?
•Immediate positions
available.
•No experience
necessary.
•Flexible hours.
•Tuition assistance.
•Latest technology
(Autopheresis)
Centeon Bio-Services
165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio 45404
ph. (937)224-1973
fax (937)224-1976

mmsi

I^CENTEON'
8io Services. Inc.

A High Energy College
and Young Adult
Multi-church Ministry
Meeting Every Monday
at 7 p.m. in the
Far Hills Church
Chapel
5200 Far Hills Ave.
• 434-3232 •
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PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANCE HELPLINE! HOURS:
BAM - 10PM MON.-FRI.
9:30AM - 9:30PM SAT.
5PM - 9PM SUN.
I

'Quarterly Incentive Program

40JK

savings* Investment flan

This is where you start...
We currently have select part-time and full time branch
customer service representative opportunities available in
our Dayton offices. These positions offer a 4 to 5 day work
week consisting of time commitments ranging from 18-25
hours per week.

fUdtcai A OwiM Canons'
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Qualifications would include a good math aptitude with
prior retail/sales experience. Communication and
interpersonal skills are essential to your success in this
position.
To investigate this or other opportunities with National City,
please visit our Dayton Human Resource Office located in
the lower level National City Center, 6 N Main Street,
Dayton or visit us on our Web site at www.nationalcity.com.

